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Dr. Albert Sabin
March 8,.1975
Charleston
Side A

Q The interesting things of a relations between someone who

runs a laboratory and a person who works with him is Dr. Oletsky's
I"

role in the first important scientific award you received, namely
the Theobald Smith Award. It is an indication of ~hat Oletsky
thought of you and it's also an indication of what scientists at

the time thought of you, by making this award. The letters that
I';

I have found indicate that Oletsky played a key role in recommending
1 -

you for this award.

A What's the question?

Q The question is, how indicative is this of Oletsky's
I'
,:.i relationship with the people he worked with?

A I must perhaps limit, in myself, as to the award, I
I:'

frankiy didn't know that Oletsky recommended me. It's an
indication of his selflessness~ In other words, he did it

because of a very special kind of gentle personality. He never

for a contributions that a young man, and I introduced a.new

once did he let on, although after the award had been announced,

and it's not such a terribly important award. It was an award

concept of coristitutional barriers to'progressions of viruses in
.'~.

'.'-
the nervous system, etc. It is a reflection of the way Oletsky

" .

"

operated, which on the one hand was very wonderful and on the
tb~r

other hand, some of the people who worked with him found ~.
I,", he was a very shy, retiring person, a very considerate person

"
1 ' and, I would say perhaps my greatest debt to him was to leave me

alone, and to give me support in what I wanted to do •
. J

I',
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Once I selected--I selected the problems to work with.

I devised my own experiments. There were, I think, one or two

occasions when really it was a question of collaboration and to

some extent, it came out of things that 'came down from Simon

Flexner to Peter Oletsky and Peter Oletsky to me. But by and \

large, I had a very free hand. I didn't know what his budge~ .

was. I went on and worked. He gave me the opportunity. He gave

me great encouragement. He had various people in the laboratory

for the most part. He had very good people. People with a great

deal of initiative. I will not mention names, perhaps during the

entire period of five years that I was there, he may have had one

person whom he really had to tell what to do. Otherwise, he had

outstanding people who didn't have to be told what to do.

He didn't do anything himself. He was never at the
bench once during the entire five' years. He had a little

unpresumptious office next to my laboratory, incidentally, the

office which separated him from the good histological technician,
was

Mr. Tyler, who was a South American. He Noguchi's technician.
"He was tremendously helpful. It was a tiny little office. He

didn't have a secretary of his own. He had to share one with
Webster down the hall.

I

I

1

I'

That's to give you an idea of how things worked for a

member of the Rockefeller Institute in that era. In the morning

he'd come around to see what waa going on. Invariably, the
"peopl~ with whom he worked were pretty good and they wrote the

papers. They wrote up the work that they did. Then of course,

I
I

I
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'it was the prerogative of the chief of the laboratory to see to

things, and even if you did someuhing all by yourself,. and you
. . . .:.,

took this paper in which you did, which you sweated, which you
wrote up everything. You I d turn it over to him. ~ mightl;";.

have an editorial change here or there. Held put his name on '

it. Sometimes it was even first. I think he had a sens~ sometimes
I

I would say if I ever noticed any resentment among the people he

I

, I
of when to put it last. But that didn't make any difference.,

I,
,j

Having said that, I would say that he was a warm person.

worked with, with Oletsky, was his use of being chief of the

laboratory to put his name on work which he did not conceive,

which he did not help to carry out, which he did not write:

Also, perhaps it isn't fair. If you ask me whether I learned

anything-from working with Oletsky, or in his laborabcy,·I say

with Oletsky because his name appears on most of my papers while

I was at the Institute, although he had little or nothing to do

with it. I would have to say that I did not learn anything from

him in a sense. In the way, for example, I learned from working

with Weston Hurst at the Lister Institute. But then, live been

a loner all of my life, from the very beginning, as a student.

It was such a very good relationship despite that, that extended

to.'the families. And it was a warm relatioBship right on through

the end. This propensity of his to put his name on ,things he

didn't do did not, was not, was certainly counteracted b~ his
cvery kind and considerate personality. But I don't think that

I learned anything from him. I frankly during my time don't

1

I'
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that anybody else who worked with him. He had very good people

because many people wanted to come to work at the Rockefeller

Institute, and it,wasn't always a place--Iet's say to work with

the person with whom they wanted to work. I doubt very much

whether anybody really ever came to work with Oletsky as such.

Because they wanted to work with Oletsky. Let's say somebogy

wanted~',towork with Theobold Smith. I won't mention the other

names, though, like Payton Rous or something like that

There were people--good people--

Q Now one of those people who worked in the lab with you
i~oJ-.e

was H~ Cox. Could you tell me something about him.
A

\ ft l)) tJ-d.
~ Cox was a very energetic, very imaginative.

He was a very good worker. I would say that because our

laboratories were next to each other, I mean, I had one room.

That was my laboratory. By current standards, it's incredible

the conditions under which you worked. I had one room. He had

one room. Then I think there probably was a general work room.

Period. Oletsky had a cubby hole and to the right was a place

for the pathological technician. That was the setup.

On· the right of histological technician was

Simon Flexner's office and lab and Simon Flexner's technician

I think H~rold Cox was a very good worker, an excellent worker.

As neighbors in the laboratory, we.de~eloped not only mutual

respect, but we became friendly and perhaps social contact to
:,J the extent that I was able to get away from the grindstone and

"
",

"

he was mostly with him. More than with anyone else at the
,

j. Institute.
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Q What--did he stay long in the laboratory after you came?

A I forget exactly, but I think he moved out to the

Rocky Mountains laboratory. He was interested in rickettsia

and it was really wonderful because he made very important

contributioRs and of course, ultimately, as we approached the

war period, his work on the development of typhus vaccine in
~S~was very important. But I am not prepared at this

point to evaluate it, the contributions of Harold Cox.

Q One of the people who was at the Institute while you

were there was really one of the pioneers in polio research.

This was Karl Landsteiner. Do you have any memories of Landsteiner?

A Yes, I have very distinct memories, even before I came

to the Institute, obviously he was one of the great figures and

personally, he was also a very imposing figure, a figure one did

not readily app~oach. He wasn't easy to approach. People would

shake hands with him. If the grip was a little too strong, he would

wince. That immediately discouraged--he did not have an inviting

personality. Actually, I first met him while I worked in London

in 1934, and I think it was in 1934 that he received his Nobel

Prize. I think on the way back from Sweden he stopped in London

and he visited the Lister Institute.--He visited the National

Institute of Medical Research. It was at that time that I first

met him. Then, of course he had no recollection of me in the

least, but then, after I came to the Rockefeller Institute. My

work was not in his field, but I chose very often, when there
"

was 'space, to sit at the table. Because, like so many other

superstars of the Rockefeller Institute, he had a lunch table
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to which he'd come every day. He never would go to another table

or sit with anybody else. He sat at the head of that table •

People got to know, by God, you didn't occupy that space-at the

table. Various people would come along. I would often come to

that table. It was particularly, if people from the lab.were

there, the discussion wou~d be along the lines of his work.

Q At that time his work was on blood use.

A His work was--no, no, at that time his work was on

basic immunology. The polio work for which he received in p~rt

the Nobel Prize, as having been the first one to transmit Polio 2

from human beings to monkeys, even though Simon Flexner was the

one who established it was a virus by serial transmission, and

his work on blood groups which actually transformed transfusions

from hazardous operation to life-saving one, quite aside from
.r~~ .

important basic biologic knowledge that presented the way the

cells within people of the same species were differentiated.

But his work at the time that I was at the Institute

from 1935 to 1939 was basically on immunology, on antigens, the

immunology of si~ple chemical compounds which became associated

with other sUbst~nces, namely the way the haptenes operated.

He probably also laid the foundation which subsequently came to

be known as cell-mediated immunity. But one of the interest~ng

recollections in my mind always was that I was amused how very
L .,(

oftep ~ would come to the lunch table and search out some person

who, to whom to express his fury just, let's say, held r~ad some

publication in which there was criticism or disagreement with his

views. The--he'd appear at the lunch table absolutely furious
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that anybody would have the audacity to disagree with him. It

was that sort of Prussianness. I mean, he used the work

Prussian in that sense. There was a certain autocratic feeling
that he conveyed. The modesty that is supposed to go with the
dispassionataess of science, I think, was not displayed by.

Landsteiner. Of course, he had a perfect right not to be modest.

Because held made so many contributions. But to a young man,

this was an unbecoming lack of modesty and feeling of the

tentativeness ~na of everything that is science. To have a

scientist who has achieved so much and has received such

recognition in the world community of science, to show such a

lack of the basic scientific attitude of holding any hypothesis

tentatively. Of course, I may be wrong. Let's see what you
said, not why you disagree with me.

Q You said Oletsky let you alone when you worked:in the
laboratory. I take it Landsteiner didn't let his workers alone
in the laboratory.

A I donlt know. I think I got to know some of the peopl~
who worked with him--Merrill Chase and I don't remember. Well,

I'd gotten to be very good friends with Levine, but I think

Levine may have already have left. But he used to come and

Different categories. Landsteiner represents the dominant leader

I.
in that laboratory. I don't know whether he didn't let his people

'alone, but he certainly dominated the sorts of things th~y worked on.

He undoubtedly, although I have no first-hand knowledge,'

was a good and severe critic of the sort of problems that were

chosen and the approach that was chosen. He was a good man.

,;
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I probably would have profited by working with such a man. I
I:

never did. The point is, he played God. At any rate, he did

a lot of things that God would be proud of. On the other hand

there was another thing that impressed me.

Another things that made him furious. That was, when he

was referred to in the press. As he often was, as a Jewish

scientist. Perhaps moreso in the Jewish than in the general

press, but always as a Jewish scientist. Now, I really don't

know. There must be some data, some biographic data on it,-

whether he was one of those Austrian Jews who converted Christianity

in order to be able to work in Vienna in the University, to have

a professorship prior to his arrival in the United States. I think

So, what is the conclusion. IDhe conclusion is, he was

I

, I

I

I

I

.maybe he was. Nevertheless, it was to me a very interesteng

aspect of his personality. It sort of seemed to go hand in hand

with his sensitivity to criticism about any of his work.

a great man, a great scientist, but with different aspects of

his personality which are not admirable. I did not regard his

I ..

reaction to criticism by others, however uncalled for, QS admirable.

I did not regard his furious reaction to being called a Jewish

admirable. It was not a reflection of the great person, of a

He was great in a limited way for which ~e had

scientist, even thougM he may have converted to Christianity as

great mind.

I!
every right to be thankful for. But that's all. He was not

a great person. He was a great scientist, not a great p@rson.
in my judgment.

I

I·,
I
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Q . One last question about Landsteiner. Here is one of the

great pioneers of polio research. Did ever, while you were

I

I'

I

I

I

I

I

I

I,

I~
I'

I·

I'
I

I,

I'

working at the Institute. Did you ever have the occasion with

him to talk about the work you were doing, or was he always

completely absorbed in the task of the moment that he was engaged

with.
A He knew very well what I was doing. It was published in

the Journal of Experimental Medicine, the organ of the Rockefeller

Institute, he never once asked me a question-about what I was

doing. As a matter of fact, while he may be called a pioneer,

which he wa~, I think his interest in polio stopped about 1910,

which a quarter of a century before, not so long actually, a

quarter of a century before.
Now whether he had certain feelings about the way Simon

Flexner ,picked up the ball and ran with it, whether he had

fe~lings that the ball was taken away from him by Simon Flexner,

I don't know. At any rate, the reason he did not display any

interest in polio. In ~act, he didn't display any interest

except in what he hap~ened to be doing at the time, what was

going on in the world around him. At least, from conversation.
at the lunch table, he never once did'one get the impression of

a man who had an interesting life outside of his immediate

problem of the moment. It's alright. There are all kinds, and

it's wonderful when you have that kind of a person that produces

the things-- Everyone doesn't have to be rounded, well Founded

person.
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Q Fine. lid like to turn to someone else on that floor

who really, while not working in your field, at least worked

with your topic, viruses. That was Leslie Webster. I'd like

to get some of your impressions of Webster.

A Leslie Webster was a very good scientist. I think the

fact that I worked in Oletsky's laboratory already provided a

barrier of intercourse. I gained the impression, rightly or.
wrongly, that the relationships between Webster and Ol'tsky were

very cool. Webster at the time was interested in vir&l~

infections of the nervous system, St. Louis encephalitis. While

he did not himself isolate the virus of St. Louis encephalitis

while Muckenfuss was responsible for that, during the St. Louis

epidemic in '33, he eertainly picked it up and made very important
c)(~s

studies on encephalitis. He also, indirectly, of cQurse, became

involved in its relationship to Japanese encephalitis. He carried

ou~ very systematic studies on rabies. He did very very important

<$~reeding mice, which were on the role of genetic aspects in

relation to disease. I think he had a very very good program.

~ Never once in the five years was there a seminar in which,
the people of Webster's laboratory, right down the hall and.

Oletsky's did they ever meet. They never discussed their work.

There was some sort of gentleman's agreement, I suppose, enforced

by Simon Flexner for Ol~tsky not to invade the field that Webster.was exploring. For Webster to leave alone what goes on in Oletsky's

It was not a good atmosphere. But, as regards our perso~al

relations, and my relationships with the people working in his

department, we developed good personal relationships. Ultimately,
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when I developed certain techniques of studies of progression"of. ,

'.the neurotropic viruses, we carried out a joint study on rabies
, .which was pUblished, I think, in only in abstract, because I'

already had accumulated such a Pandora's box of data that I

didn't take pp the time to write up ev~rything that I did •• B~t
, , \."I greatly admired Leslie Webster.

He had a lot ot original thoughts. He was quite unlike
,

Ol~tsky. I think he greatly influenced the people who came to

work with him. Although he had people who, like Rake. Rake,

for example, worked with him at the time. He was certainly an,

independent investmgator. Then people came to him or were sent

'to him who were trained essentially as pediatricians. Ultimately

ended up as professors of pediatrics.

One of them I remember was Howell Wright, ,who did not

come as a virologist with any experience. He was really trained

in Webster's laboratory. Ultimately, headed up the department

of pediatrics at the University of Chicago. Horace Hodes was
",,-'hu- ~ w-v-J 0'{

another one who came from Johns Hopkins ~e pediatrics

and worked with Webster and ended up as a very eminent pediatrician~

academic pediatrrcs. There is no que~~ion that the problems they

chose, and some of the things they did--although they brought,

their own contributions to it--were greatly influenced by Webster.

I regret looking back now, all these pears, almost forty
~~ tvLVJ( M.,<;k.f"

years, I regret that there was this lack of ~ to workers
,

in comparable fields on the same floor, not having at least a

weekly journal club meeting or something that was one of the

unfortunate manifestations of life at the Institute.
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Q ..I'd like to turn now to someone who, in a sense, came to
Iwork in Oletsky's lab when you were a senior person in the lab,

and that was Isabel Morgan. Do you remember when she--?
A I don't remember the eaact year she came. It may have

been '37 or '38. I don't remember now. She was a very bright
person. She was a very attractive person. She worked, I think,

with Stuart Mudd in Philadelphia. She certainly had a mind 'of

her own. Again, she is an example of some of the very good

people who worked with Oletsky at the time. Towards the end of

my stay at the Institute, we did some things together when I had
\come across by accident on the pleuropneumonia-like organisms

the arthritis they produced experimentally and various other
~things, and we studied the immunological aspects together. Again,

we never got to writing it up. She didn't do it because she was
mostly sort of working with me. I had the input. So it was up

of our close and warm relationship. I have very high regard for

to me to write it up in detail~ Although, I think there is an

abstract of it somewhere, I never had the time. But, our

relationship was a very good one, on a personal basi~. We used

to sail in an eye, and Isabell used to go out together. We used

to--we went to Woods Hol~ together. As a matter of fact, when I

had made a decision to move to Cincinnati, I had asked Isabel

Morgan whether she would come with me. She considered it very

seriously for some time. I think she was very smart, ultimately,

to decide not to. I wanted her to come. I think it's a reflection

her." So that it was one of the pleasant relationships. Again

with people in the laboratory.

~:,J.....
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.I think she came after Cox left, if I remember corEectly--

took Cox's place.

Q Dr. Sabin, one of the organizations at the Rockefeller

Institute, but not part of the Institute per se in an administrative

sense were the Rockefeller Foundation Laboratories. Probably one

of the key figures in that in those laboratories was Max Theiler.

First, can you tell me something about Max Theiler and then your

relationships with him?

A The Rockefeller Foundation Laboratories as an independent

unit·renting space in the Rockefeller Institute had a remarkable

group of people working there. Top flight independent investigators.

To me, still at the present moment operating with a well (

organized step-by-step approach to elucidating certain important

problems. Because at the time, I was there, there was the

concentration on yellow fever. Tommy Francis had left the

Rockefeller Hospital and moved ·over to work on influenza in the

Foundation Laboratories. In addition to that, Coggesshall was

there, working on malaria. There were three important infectious

diseases. Yellow fever, influenza, malaria, being ve~y carefully
VtA iJV1

investigated w~ step-by-step ways. New technology and basic

work that had to be done in order to help solve the problems were

at the same time being studied in those laboratories. Pickels

work on the development of ultracentrifugation as a tool so terribly

important and useful and also it was going on. To me, they were

one of the really outstanding attributes of that place. ,

I'
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Now Max Theiler. Max Theiler was a most extraordinary

person. I must be frank. I knew very little about yellow fever

at the time. But before he became involved in yellow fever, he
,.-

had of course made a discovery of a mouse virus, a disease which

was called mouse encephalomyelitis, murine encephalomyelitis.-

But actually, it was a wonderful ~ in the mouse for polio

in man, and I used to visit Max Theiler, I remember. I don't

remmmber the precise detai$s during the years I was working

there, but one of the things I shall never forget was that almost

most of the time, when I used to come into his little cubby hole

of an office, held be sitting there with his legs up on his desk,

feet up on his desk, and seemingly doing nothing. We got to know

each other pretty well. I said "Max, what in heavens name are

you doing. Why aren't you in the lab doing work?" "Wwll, he says,

I spend much more time with my feet up on my desk thinking what I

should do next rather than doing something first and then thinking
what the hell to do with it."

To me, that was a very very impressive situation. I wish

more people would work like that. I wish more people would spend

a lot of time thi~king in advance as to what to do whether to be in

the lab keeping technicians busy, just busy, busy, busy, doing

things without thinking necessarily what is being done leads in an

appropriate direction. My admiration for Max Theiler was very

_great. His contrfubution of the, of his work with yellow fever in
v~

mice and the changes which yellow fever underwent, of counse,

is the very basis for the development of attenuated virus vaccine

the first really scientific one was the so-called attenuated rabies
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vaccine that Pasteur did--wasn't attenuated at all. It didn't

represent the selection of virus particles. Then of course, he

was surrounded in that laboratory by a number of other very

competent people who carried it further by carrying it from the

mouse to the eggs. Max Theiler's studies on the basic properties

of the modified viruses very careful studies in rhesus monkeys,

were really superb.

Q Max 'Theiler develops the attenuated vaccine against

yellow fever.

A He doesn't. He sets the stage for it.

Q Alright. He sets the stage for it. At the same time

you have this kind of development, Oletsky helps develop an

inactivated vaccine against Eastern equine encephalitts:;~I

wonder, was there much debate?

A

~~~
Let me say something about aelping in the development

of an inactivated virus. The same thing holds for that, and it

holds for the polio: that does not represent any development.

This is just ordinary cookbook virology. To take a virus and to

add formal~and into it (?) and to

innoculate it and. see what it will do is not science. It is not

science. It is--it merely--you merely find out will it do this,

or will it not do that? That's all. You don't develop anything.

When one uses the-word develop, it means to develop new techniques.
vA

The use of formal X?) or some other inactivating agent to inactivate
a virus has about as much imagination or scientific input~as a

plumber trying to decide whether to use this kind of a coating
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or that kind of a ooating. It's--sometimes it ha~ to be "done.

But it has nothing in common with the sort of thing that Max

Theiler did in trying to develop an attenuated live virus 1
vaccine. Because I should make it clear that the people were

trying t~ inactivate.
"J{.C.~

fever wasn't tried.

I mean, it wasn't that inactivated yellow

It was tried. It just didn't work .. They

also attempted to give yellow fever in one side and an immune

serum in another, all sorts of approaches were tried, and it

didn't work. So, this thing on inactivated Eastern equine or

Western equine, that has no relationship to the kind of

explorations that were used for the approach to finding an
.t[YrnJ

immunizing agent against yellow fever. I'm sorry. There are

I. _ overtones here to the polio formula of vaccine. It is that.

Q No. Whether that's true or not really doesn't interest

me. What interests me is that it is almost an article of

belief, especially following Theiler's achievement that you cannot

deal with neurotropic viru:oby making it inactivated agent ~'

against it.

A No, it's not so. That's not so, and furthermore, the

word "neurotropic" is something that I have to deal with. Because

it is an inaccurate word. It merely has reference to a capacity

for a virus to have an effect on the nervous system •. Because

there are viruses that have an effect on the nervous system but

do not attack the nerve cells. That's why I spoke of neuronotropic

, and moreover there are viruses which wil~ ataack

cells in different viscera: the skin, the or~ans, as well as the

nervous system. And those we call pantropic. Now, yellow fever
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I;

happens ~o be a virus that does not kill under natural conditions

by virtue of producing anr}cephalitis. It kills because it attacks
I
, a....v.J... , , ,r h k

the lver ~ other organs and people dle ln hemorrhagLC s oc •

The consequences of this attack. But, when Theiler transferred it

to the mouse, he put it into the brain of mice and in putting it

into the brain of mice, what happens under those conditions, a

although we didn't think in those terms in those days, you select

from among the population of viruses particles, all of which are

the same serologically and biochemically, particles with different

pathogenic capabilit~es. Now he selected virus particles that
~had a particular affinity for the mouse brain. Fer highly

virilent stuff. You take the original material from the original

yellow fever virus from the blood of a rhesus monkey-tthey are

the most susceptible) I think even diluted h~ hundred million

fold of that little bit innoculated into a monkey will kill it

in a short time. You take that stuff and after you've adapted

it and selected the virus particles by passage through the brains

of mice, you end up with somehhing that kills mice with encephalitis

But when it's put back in the monkey, they don't die.

What are the interesting consequences. You see which has

no comparable model for anything else,-is that the yellow fever

vaccine still to this day is standardized by its capacity to kill

mice. Now, if the requirements for yellow fever vaccine would

have to be written today, you couldn't have a yellow fever vaccine.

How can we dare to innoculate anything into a human being which
"kills mice? Yousee, I mean, some of the rules under which

biologics are being controlled now absolutely make no sense and

I.
I

do not take into cognizance the difference between a mouse and a
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man or the difference between a rat and a man or a monkey. At any

rate, Theiler shows that this virus which has become neurotropic -

for mice is harmless in the monkey, injected in the monkey, it

multiplies a little bit in the non-neural tissues in the monkey,

so that you may get a little transitory flip of virus in the

bloodstream. But, if you then come back a couple of weeks later
lK..or.J \V,....Mui

or even longer, and you innoculate that virus with the most.

highly virulent, unmodified yellow eever virus, it is resistant.

This is the discovery. To this day, even after it was found

that it was necessary to further attenuate this virus by

pasaage in eggs add to select the virus. To this day, the

standardization of the vaccine is by its capacity to kill mice.

The French have never gone beyond this. They have a

neurotropic yellow fever vaccine which they have used in Africa

all these years, and it is still used in Africa. And which does

produce encephalitis in a certain number of persons, which they

said that was an acceptable price to pay. But it wa~ not

acceptable here in the united Sta~es. That's why more, further

attenuation and selection took place. This was the basic

contribution. Actually, it is interesteng because I am just
.

really associating now this capacity-of yellow fever virus vaccine

the attenuated strain as it was finally used to innoculate

millions of American forces during World War II. My subsequent

collaboration with Max Theiler during World War II led me to one

of my important discoveries of which I fe~l proud. I don't feel,
very, proud about many things. But of that one, I feel proud.

It was completely a product of serendipity which I, if

I may, now, I would like to set it down at this point while it's
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fresh on my mind. Because, if I do it later, you can take it out
1:'<, of context as you want, but I've got to tell it now.

I "

One of my problems during World War II was to determine

whether the yellow fever vaccine tfia~ i8 gi~n that was given to

all the American troups to influence their reaction to perhaps we

didn't know how, somewhat related virus-dengue. 'Dengue was a

problem for the American forces in the Pactific, southwestern
Pacific. Then in New Guinea, there were peculiar fevers and

manifestations which didn't have the usual clinical form of dengue.

I was feceiving material from the front, so to speak, and working.
1#\

with human volunteers, f~ Trenton State Prison. I had my

laboratory at the Rockefeller Institute at Princeton at the time.

I found that some of these viruses which caused the fever of one

or two days and then a rash isolated from soldiers there, that

, " when I gave them to American prisoners volaneeers, at Trenton, it

'produced a typical dengue disease. So, the questionwas, was it

pOs$ible that yellow fever somehow or other could (?)

So, we undertook. I'll not go into the details for

that study. But one of the problems was to knnoculate human

volunteers fir~t with yellow fever vaccine the same wa¥ as the

whole army was getting. Then, a different stages, innoculate
.' .

dengue to find out what effect it would have. Of course we

discovered that the yellow'fever vaccine modified the disease
f,' only during the period when there might be some circulation of

~, of modified yellow fever virus in the blOOd, that
::

I," , c

it produced no immunity. But, in the course of that work, I

used yellow fever vaccine that Max Theiler gave me. Since I am
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used to ·alwa¥s checking everything. As soon as I innoculated the
'fIlte~~

volunteers, I wanted to check the potency. So, I took the same

of the mice died. I was furious at Max Theiler. I called him up

vial that I used for innoculating the volunteers back to Princeton

with me at the Rockefeller Institute at Princeton, I innoculated

mice to see how potent the vaccine was. And low and behold, ,none

and I said, "Max, you are the last person in the world of whom I

would expect to do a thing like that, to send me vaccine that is

completely lacking in potency." .I used human volunteers, I went

to all the trouble of going to expose them to the fine doses of

dengue and you give me a vaccine that is inactive. Of course it's

too late, because by the time I found out it's inactive in mice,

I already had done this experiment with the volunteers."

Max Theiler says, "There's something wrong somewhere,

because you know me well enough that when I sent you these vials

o~ eyllow fever vaccine, I didn't rely on the potency test that

we had on it. I actually took an aliquet vial and from the same

one, innoculated it in mice, and it was fully active."

I said, "Alright." And then I began to think. Some

Let me go back and repeat the
experiment, and sure enough it was negative again. So then, I

thought back. Because there was some basis, for perhaps difeerences

in the genetic constitution of mice. There had already been

observations which were not complete. I mean, 30% dying here,

50% there, when you tried to adapt to test the yellow fev;r
vaccine. And then there was Webster's work in which hebbred out

mice that had different susceptibility. But it was never all or

none the way this was. So, I called up Max Theiler. I said,
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"P'l.eaae send me the mice that you used in New York:" I set up
"

a simultaneous test with the vaccine, using the Princeton

Institute mice, and the New York Institute mice. The New York

Institute mice came down 100% with full potency exactly as Max

Theiler had said. The Princeton mice were 100% resisaant.
,

Behind it is a very interestffingstory.

Because there was a certain independence between the

Rockefeller Institute at Princeton and the Rockefeller Institute
at New York. They even kept their own mouse colonies. separate.

I think for something for twenty-five years, they had an in-bred

colony at Princeton, an in-bred colony of mice which was never

used in New York. And New York kept its own Swiss mice. They
were all Swiss mice. So then,=I said, My God, what a wonderful
situation here. Here is a stock of mice unlike previous reported

experiments 20, 30% differences mixed for each, but bred out

for complete resistanee to yellow fever. Here is a stock that's

bred out 100% susceptible. That started me off on my first
(;

genetic studies of inheretence of resistance t~~Q~h certain
.N.-&:ur

neurotropic viruses. Max Theiler was firhgt. Then I bred, and
.,.,

I'm going to stop in a moment here. I carried out classical
breeding experiments and showed that susceptibility and resistance

to yellow fever virus. I later showed it applied to other viruses

also, was inherited along, by typical Mende~ian formula for a

single gene having the influence. Then I studied how this gene

manifested, how it produced this resistance. When I waB elected

to'the National Academy of Science in 1951, and had to give my

first paper, the first nominated one, this was the paper that I
, k~4'presented--they inheret 'the-resistance.
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So, you see, how my relationship with Max Theiler

indirectly influenced at least one aspect. It also led to
other tfuings.

Q Without knowing this, I would have chosen something

quite different, because, you know, during the War, in '4land

'42 had attenuated Lansing type ~polio·vinus. But he never

A Let me say that the word ateenuated, like neurotropic,
has a lot of meanings. It is true that he took the virus that

Armstrong had first adapted to w«~ rats, and the selection,
Vand then the mice. He did as usual, as he did with the yellow

fever. He just kept passing it and passing it in mice to see

what effect it would have on monkeys. Sure enough, the number

:"l'
of monkeys that remained without paralysis was very significant.

It was quite evident that after passage through mice, that it was

possible to modify the virulence f~monk~¥s. But he stopped.

It wasn't enough. Monkeys were still being paralyzed when you

used them enough. It was then--this was then picked up by
Koprowski. Unfm~tunately, stayed in this narrow path. So, this

was an observation that he made, but he didn't carry it through.
. , Max Theiler, you might say, depends on interests. This

-

was an interesting side-light on progress in science. Max Theiler

was a South African, as you know, who never becane a naturalized
&~N\ .

American citizen. He remained a South African all his life.

He was not--I mean, there were certain problems about yellow

fever that were important during the war and that the laQaratories
~Y0- t-

had the only insectory in the very careful con~itions under which

you could do your work, he did this basically just before, reahy,

the World War effort began to call for special activities. But
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culture approach. The tissue culture approach was greatly inhibited

he could have followed it along. He could have proceeded further

with it. Now, mind you at that time there was still no tissue

by me.

Q In what way?

A It was inhibited by me because when I cultivated for the

first time polio virus in human embryonic tissue, I used the

Flexner MV strain--that was the strain with which you worked at

the Rockefeller Institute--that strain had been so modified by

passage in the central nervous systems of monkeys, that it had

lost its viscerotropic capabilities of polio virus in nature.

So it multiplied in the central nervous system, tissue of the

human embryo, and it had not multiplied in the viscerotropic.

It wasn't until thirteen years later that Enders picked it up

and started allover again, but not using the MV strain, using

the Lansing strain, which you could titrate in mice, etc. And

he discovers, low and behold, it grows in non-nervous tissue.

If I had used a freshly isolated human strain and not that, let

me say damned, from one point of view, MV strain of polio virus,

I myself would have taken a totally different course of activity.

Even though the stage was not set for tissue cultures,

Because the antibiotic era had not arrived, and other problems,

there were already tissue culture works done in the laboratory of
{!~ C~.

the surgeon, ~l--the P~~Q~ laboratories. You see, was

done under an aura of mOllestlaries. But at any rate, it ~uld

have'led to totally different situations. But Mag Theiler did

not choose to pursue it any further. Perhaps he was wise, because

in the absence of tissue culture, that procedure having one strain
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I. of polio virus, one type, then turned out later to be Type 2--
because the typing of polio viruses was so much later phenomenon.

It wouldn't have led anywhere. It's an interesting obseryation,

I: and in a sense, he had an instinct,'to leave it alone, and I think

he was wise to leave it alone, because it wouldn't have led

anywhere. Because not until tissue cultures arrived, and not

until one can begin to use tissue cultures for separating and

different lines of polio virus population, was real progress

possible. So maybe·he was wise to leave it alone.

Q I want to stop here a minute--

A Point. and I'll 9~y just one thing and then bring it up to

the point of my having an opportunity to make my first nomination

~:
",

for a Nobel Prize.

Q Ah, good.

A I would say, the other thing during World War II that was
tremendously important, and which was never wrote up in detail.

I wrote it up in summary. Was the joint piece of work which Max

Theiler and I did while I was working for the Princeton Laboratory -'

and he was in New York. That was to test the hypothesis whether

the reason the whole Asian sub-continent which is full of vecter

of yellow fever. Aedes aegypti--they're allover the place.

Yet, during the entire history of voyages and the speead of yellow

fever around the world, from Africa to the Western hemisphere,

and so on, no instance of importation of the establishment of

yellow fever in India, .or why-- One of the things that ~e now

since we demonstrated the interference between yellow fever virus

and dengue virus in mice, since we were able to demonstrate
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interference in human beings, we undertook the study of the

question as to whether or not aedes aegypti mosqumtoes which

had once become infected with dengue virus, which we did--we

had our own insectory--we used them on human volunteers.

Whether, if you would allow such mosquitoes to feed on monkeys

with regular yellow fever--and the only place it could be done

was in Max Theiler's lab in New York, because they had the only

safe place for that kind of work--whether such mosquitoes would

be unable to transmit the virus in the same way.

So, we engaged in a quite a number of experiments part

'of which I did to test the .continued infectivity in mosquitoes

was tested on volunteers, and then he did the,work with yellow

fever and in his lab. It turned out he had that there was so

much virus in the blood of rhesus monkeys, at the height of

yellow fever infection, that while there was some little

modification of dengue infected mosquitoes, as compared to

normal mosquitoes, it wasn't too relevant. So, then, Max Theiler

and I as we looked at the data, postulated a possibiltty that

in man, in nature, that actually the amount of virus circulating

most of the time .is not of that level. We set up artificial

concentrations of yellow fever virus and allowed uninfected and

d~ue infected mosquitoes to feed on this, let's say 100,000

infectious doses to take up, because you can test how much one

mosquito has, and then that work did show that dengue infected

mosquitoes had a markedly reduced capacity to transmit y~low

fever. Now, the last word has not been said on that--it remains

still as one of the important hypotheses for explaining this very
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Q Yes, I'm glad you stopped me.

important natural phenomenon. Some years later, I had my first

invitation to nominate somebody for the Nobel Prize. As I searched

my mind, I thought of no one I'would want to nominate more than

Max Theiler, and with him, also, the wonderful concentrated effort

of the Rockefeller Foundation, and having brought about by

wonderful step-by-step studies, the control of yellow fever by

yellow fever vaccination. It seemed, though Max Theiler didn't

get his Nobel Prize till four years later. I was told, because,

I'll not mention my contacts, I said why didn't he get it?

I was told, You know, you were the only one to nominate

Max Theiler. There was no other nomination for Max Theiler.

This person happened to have worked with Max Theiler. He said,
.r,.,
~1.;

"If you really want to have him have a chance, you better go out

and drum up some other nominations." and I did. Ultimately,

four years later, he received the Nobel Prize, and for the quiet,

self-effacing person that Max Theiler was, I remember, meeting

him at that time--this undoubedtly was an experience that was

reward for all those years of sitting with his feet on the desk

and getting to the lab. This is just.a little vignette.

"


